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11 Abstract:

12 Oncolytic virotherapy is a promising form of cancer treatment that uses native or genetically 

13 engineered viruses to target, infect and kill cancer cells. Unfortunately, this form of therapy is not 

14 effective in a substantial proportion of cancer patients, partly due to the occurrence of infection-

15 resistant tumor cells. To shed new light on the mechanisms underlying therapeutic failure and to 

16 discover strategies that improve therapeutic efficacy we designed a cell-based model of viral infection. 

17 The model allows to investigate the dynamics of infection-sensitive and infection-resistant cells in 

18 tumor tissue in presence of the virus. To reflect the importance of the spatial configuration of the 

19 tumor on the efficacy of virotherapy, we compare three variants of the model: two 2D models of a 

20 monolayer of tumor cells and a 3D model. In all model variants, we systematically investigate how the 

21 therapeutic outcome is affected by properties of the virus (e.g. the rate of viral spread), the tumor 

22 (e.g. production rate of resistant cells, cost of resistance), the healthy stromal cells (e.g. degree of 

23 resistance to virus) and the timing of treatment. We find that various therapeutic outcomes are 
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24 possible when resistant cancer cells arise at low frequency in the tumor. These outcomes depend in 

25 an intricate but predictable way on the death rate of infected cells, where faster death leads to rapid 

26 virus clearance and cancer persistence. Our simulations reveal three different causes of therapy 

27 failure: rapid clearance of the virus, rapid selection of resistant cancer cells, and a low rate of viral 

28 spread due to the presence of infection-resistant healthy cells. Our models suggest that improved 

29 therapeutic efficacy can be achieved by sensitizing healthy stromal cells to infection, although this 

30 remedy has to be weighed against the toxicity induced in the healthy tissue.

31 Key words: cancer treatment, therapy failure, model, spatial configuration, cost of resistance 
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32 Introduction

33 Advances in genetic engineering and synthetic biology have allowed the rational design of safer and 

34 more efficient anti-cancer biotherapies [1,2]. Oncolytic viruses belong to such a class of therapeutics, 

35 where native or genetically modified viruses are employed as agents to preferentially target, infect 

36 and kill cancer cells [2,3]. This strategy is based on the rationale that cancer cells often harbor 

37 mutations in innate antiviral responses, which makes them a sensitive target of oncolytic virotherapy 

38 [4,5]. To this end, a wide range of viral vectors have been tested in clinical trials suggesting promising 

39 therapeutic benefit [6]. Unfortunately, only a small proportion of patients treated with oncolytic 

40 viruses were found to have a long-term benefit [7]. Potential explanations could be the technical 

41 limitations related to virus delivery and treatment, variability in cancer types, generation of weak anti-

42 tumor immunity, individual differences among patients, and occurrence of infection-resistant cancer 

43 cells [4,8–10]. Here we focus on the role of resistance, as it remains to be a relatively unexplored area 

44 of research[11]. 

45 The presence of resistant cancer cells in the tumor tissue may restrict the efficient spread of the virus 

46 and thereby undermine its oncolytic potential. The therapeutic efficacy of a virus does therefore not 

47 only depend on the properties of the virus, but also on the density and spatial configuration of 

48 resistant tumor cells, as these factors are crucial for the spatial dynamics of viral spread in the tumor. 

49 To unravel the causes of therapeutic resistance towards virotherapy it is therefore paramount to map 

50 the spatial interactions between virus, infection-sensitive cancer cells and virus-resistant cancer cells, 

51 and the implications of these interactions for tumor eradication. This can be done with experimental 

52 approaches using in-vitro assays or animal models to investigate the complex spatial dynamics that 

53 occur between virus and the different cell types present in the tumor. However, technological 

54 limitations do not yet allow the large-scale screening that would be required to get a full picture of 

55 when, how and why the complex interplay of multiple factors results in therapeutic failure. In a 

56 situation like this, mathematical or computational models can be useful by providing insights into the 
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57 role and relative importance of the factors governing the spatial dynamics of virotherapy in a tumor, 

58 and by suggesting adaptations of the therapy that can subsequently be scrutinized experimentally.

59 Various mathematical and computational models have been developed to elucidate the outcome of 

60 virus-tumor interactions, and some have even explicitly considered the geometry of cells and the 

61 spatial nature of the tumor tissue in the model design [12–14]. For example, Berg and colleagues [15] 

62 developed two- (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) spatial models that are informed by in vitro 

63 experimental data of virus infection in a monolayer of cells (2D) and tumor spheroids (3D), 

64 respectively. They demonstrated that the introduction of a third dimension alters the dynamics of 

65 virus-tumor interaction and significantly influences the ability of the virus to eradicate the tumor. 

66 Another study considering the spatial dynamics of virus-tumor interactions [16] demonstrated that 

67 there is a dichotomy in therapeutic outcomes due to antiviral signaling mediated by induction of 

68 interferon production in infected cells. So far, this has been the only modelling study that addresses 

69 the possible role of resistance to viral infection. However, to our knowledge, no study has included 

70 resistant cancer cells explicitly in a spatial model, thus allowing one to assess the impact of the 

71 presence and spatial configuration of such cells on the viral dynamics and efficacy of virotherapy. 

72 We therefore set out to develop such a model. The model considers a tumor tissue with different cell 

73 types that proliferate and die with different rates and that are susceptible to viral infection. As it is 

74 known that the spatial configuration of the tumor tissue can play a key role in determining the 

75 therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic viruses [15], we systematically compare the outcome of three model 

76 variants, which consider a regular 2D monolayer, a more natural Voronoi 2D monolayer, and a 3D 

77 configuration of tumor cells. In each of these model variants, we aim to understand the interplay of 

78 viral and tumor dynamics and, in particular, the factors determining the persistence of resistant cancer 

79 cells that underlies therapeutic resistance.

80 We also study the role of healthy stromal cells (such as cancer-associated fibroblasts, epithelial cells 

81 and endothelial cells) regarding the efficacy of virotherapy as these cells have functional innate 
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82 immune responses and are resistant to viral infection [9,10,17]. To limit the complexity of our models, 

83 we do not consider stromal cell mediated immune responses, such as antiviral signaling and myeloid 

84 or lymphoid anti-tumor responses. In the present study, we focus on the role of stromal cells regarding 

85 spread of the virus, and we investigate whether and when sensitizing healthy stromal cells can 

86 enhance persistence of the virus and thus improve the therapeutic outcome.

87 Thus, we systematically assess the impact of virus spread and oncolysis, resistance mediated by cancer 

88 and stromal cells, frequency of resistant cancer cells and cost of resistance on therapeutic outcomes. 

89 Furthermore, we consider sensitization of stromal cells towards viral infection and the possibility of 

90 virus dispersal in the tumor as possible strategies to improve virotherapy. Finally, by comparing the 

91 2D and 3D models we aim to gain an insight on the spatial dynamics of virotherapy so that it can be 

92 rationally optimized for better outcomes.
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94 Model description

95 Overview of the model

96 Our model takes the work of Berg et al. [15] as point of departure. We model the growth of tumor 

97 and stromal cells on a cell-based spatial grid, using an event-based time structure. Whereas the grid 

98 remains static, cell types can proliferate across the grid, reflecting growth of both stromal and cancer 

99 cells. Cancer cells can become infected by an oncolytic virus, which is programmed to preferentially 

100 target and kill cancer cells while sparing stromal cells. Upon proliferation, tumor cells are able to 

101 acquire resistance against the oncolytic virus, which may come at a cost and may alter the 

102 reproductive potential of a cell to have a slower proliferation rate or a faster death rate. We explore 

103 how this cost of resistance influences the efficacy of the virus. Furthermore, we explore how the 

104 sensitivity of stromal cells to accidental infection by the oncolytic virus influences therapeutic 

105 outcomes. 

106 Spatial organization of the tumor

107 The model consists of a 2-dimensional or a 3-dimensional grid, consisting of nodes (e.g. the cells) 

108 connected with their neighbors, these connections reflect the cell’s boundaries. Cells at the edges of 

109 the grid have fewer neighbors than cells in the interior. In two dimensions, we consider either a regular 

110 lattice (figure 1A), where cells interact with their four direct neighbors (horizontally and vertically), or 

111 a lattice resulting from a Voronoi tessellation (figure 1B). The Voronoi tessellation is obtained by 

112 populating the spatial area with N node centers (where N denotes the total number of cells in the 

113 simulation) that are randomly distributed over the whole spatial area (their coordinates are drawn 

114 from a uniform distribution). Using Fortune’s algorithm [18], we calculate the Voronoi diagram that 

115 specifies N regions (“Voronoi cells”) around the node centers, which consist of all those points that 

116 are closer to their node center than to any other node center. We then used these Voronoi cells to 

117 determine which nodes neighbor each other. For the three dimensional grid, we only considered a 
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118 regular lattice (figure 1C), where cells interact with their six direct neighbors (two in each dimension). 

119 Extension towards a three dimensional Voronoi tessellation is straightforward but was not further 

120 explored, as it is computationally demanding.

121 The grid thus generated was kept static throughout the simulation and only the identity of the nodes 

122 was allowed to change (see below for the associated cell types). Throughout the manuscript, we used 

123 a grid of 10,000 cells, such that in two dimensions, the grid was 100x100 cells (regular and Voronoi 

124 grid), or in three dimensions the grid was 22x22x22 cells. Supplementary figure 1 shows that the 

125 simulation outcome is only marginally affected by grid size, confirming that our choice of grid size 

126 provides representative results.
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127 Cell types present in the model

128 Each node in the grid can be inhabited by one of four different cell types: healthy (stromal) cells, 

129 infected (cancer or stromal) cells, and two different cancer cell types: infection-sensitive cancer cells 

130 and cancer cells resistant to virus infection (figure 1D). Stromal cells here represent cancer-associated 

131 fibroblasts, endothelial cells and epithelial cells, but do not include immune cells. Each node is either 

132 empty or occupied by one of the four cell types. 

133 Stromal or cancer cells can proliferate (with rates bs and bc respectively) and divide into neighboring 

134 empty nodes. When multiple neighboring empty nodes are available, one is chosen at random. Virus-

135 infected cells do not divide into empty nodes, but they can infect neighboring nodes inhabited by 

136 susceptible cancer cells (with rate bi ). We also consider the possibility that stromal cells are infected 

137 by the virus. To this end, we assume that the susceptibility of a stromal cells is Ss times as large as the 

138 susceptibility of a cancer cell. A virus-infected cell infects a neighboring node with a probability that is 

139 identical with the susceptibility of this node, where the susceptibility of a susceptible cancer cell is 

140 given by 1 and the susceptibility of a stromal cell is given by Ss. Each cell also has a fixed probability, 

141 independent of its neighbors, to die and leave an empty space in the grid (with rates ds, dc and di for 

142 stromal, cancer and virus-infected cells respectively; in line with Berg et al. [15] we assume that virus-

143 infected cancer cells and virus-infected stromal cells have the same death rate di). The rates of 

144 proliferation and death of each cell type determine the probability of a cell to occupy a neighboring 

145 node. Cancer cells have a higher rate of proliferation and a lower death rate as compared to normal 

146 cells, defining their tumorigenic features. Upon proliferation into an empty cell, the resulting daughter 

147 cell of a virus-susceptible cancer cell can acquire resistance to the virus infection with a fixed 

148 probability Cr. There may be a cost to this resistance, which is reflected by a different rate of 

149 proliferation and death for resistant cancer cells (br and dr respectively). 

150 The model was implemented as an event-based model, using a Gillespie algorithm [19]. All rates 

151 provided are in events per day, such that a rate of 2.0 reflects an event occurring twice per day, with 
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152 an average waiting time of 0.5 days between events. Simulations were run until Tmax days had passed, 

153 which we chose to be 1,000 days, as at this time point transient patterns had disappeared and firm 

154 conclusions could be drawn on the therapeutic outcome (figure 2). 

155 Infection via virus diffusion

156 Apart from contact-based spread of virus from an infected cell to a neighboring susceptible cancer cell 

157 (or a stromal cell), the model also considers the possibility of virus diffusion and spread after the death 

158 of an infected cell [20,21]. A dying cell might emit additional viral load upon lysis. In the model, a dying 

159 cell infects neighboring cells with a predefined probability (Pid), up until the maximum distance (Di), 

160 where this distance is measured as the number of edges connecting the focal cells that face a 

161 probability of infection, and the dying cell. Thus, out of all susceptible neighbors within the maximum 

162 distance Di , a fraction Pid  will become infected. We consider the direct neighbors of a dying cell to be 

163 at distance 1, the neighbors of the neighbors of this dying cell to be at distance 2, the neighbors of the 

164 neighbors of the neighbors of this dying cell to be at distance 3, and so on (see fig. 6B for an 

165 illustration). The infection of neighboring cells occurs immediately upon death and we do not explicitly 

166 model the diffusion of virus particles in order to retain simplicity of the model and computational 

167 tractability. 

168 Setup of a simulation

169 Initially stromal cells are introduced in the center of the simulation and allowed to fill the grid until an 

170 equilibrium is reached, such that the total number of stromal cells is dynamically stable in time, e.g. 

171 the entire grid is populated with the maximum density of normal cells. Cancer cells are introduced in 

172 the center of the grid and allowed to proliferate until time Ti, after which the virus is introduced in the 

173 center of the tumor. For all simulations, virotherapy is only carried out once, where a fraction Fi  of the 

174 cancer cells are infected. To do so, the central tumor cell is determined, and is infected. Then, all 

175 neighboring cells are infected until a fraction Fi  of the cancer cells are infected. The introduction of 

176 the virus in the center of the cancer cells reflects virus injection within the tumor body. We also 
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177 considered other infection routines (infection in the periphery, infection at random), but as they all 

178 gave similar outcomes (see Supplementary figure 2 and also observed by Wein et al. [22]), no results 

179 on these routines will be reported in this study. 
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181 Table 1: Model parameters, their default values, and the range of values investigated in the 

182 simulations. Parameter values marked by a star are adapted from Berg et al. [15].

Parameter Explanation
Default 

value
Range

grid size 10,000 cells (1002 in 2D models, 223 in 3D model) 10,000 500 to 250,000

bs Proliferation rate of healthy stromal cells 0.5* -

ds Death rate of healthy stromal cells 0.2* -

bc

Proliferation rate of infection-susceptible cancer 

cells

1.0* -

dc Death rate of infection-susceptible cancer cells 0.1* -

Cr

Production rate of resistant cancer cells per cancer 

cell division

10-5 10-6 to 10-2, and 0

br Proliferation rate of infection-resistant cancer cells 0.9 0 to 1

dr Death rate of infection-resistant cancer cells 0.2 0 to 1

Fi Fraction of cells initially infected 0.1* -

bi

Rate of viral spread via contact of infected with 

susceptible cells

1.2* 0 to 25

di Death rate of infected cells 0.1* 0 to 5

Ss

Relative susceptibility of stromal cells to viral 

infection

0* 0 or 1
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Pid

Probability of a cell to be infected at a distance by 

an infected cell

0* 0 to 1

Di Distance of virus dispersal from an infected cell 0* 0 to 3

Ti Time of virus introduction (infection) 50 0 to 400

Tmax Total runtime of the simulation 1,000* -

183
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184 Results

185 As various parameters pertaining to the virus, cancer cells and stromal cells influence the dynamics of 

186 virus-tumor interaction, we systematically study their influence on therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic 

187 viruses. To this end, we first categorize the result of each simulation into a therapeutic outcome based 

188 on the cell types present at the end of the simulation.

189 Classification of therapeutic outcomes

190 Figure 2 visualizes that a simulation can result in four therapeutic outcomes. (A) Total cancer 

191 eradication occurs when virus therapy results in the extinction of all tumor cells. In this case, the virus 

192 infection spreads rapidly through the tumor. After the virus-infected cells have died, only stromal cells 

193 persist in the end (figure 2A). (B) Partial cancer eradication occurs when stromal cells, cancer cells and 

194 infected cells coexist for a long period of time in a dynamically changing spatial configuration (figure 

195 2B). In some cases, stromal cells go extinct due to their slower growth rate and only infected and 

196 uninfected cancer cells coexist. As infected cancer cells are “handicapped” and do not contribute to 

197 tumor formation, therapy is at least partly successful. (C) Persistence of a virus-susceptible cancer 

198 occurs when the population of virus-infected cancer cells goes extinct. In the end, the tumor cells take 

199 over the population as they outgrow the stromal cells due to their faster growth rate (figure 2C). This 

200 outcome corresponds to therapeutic failure, but as the cancer cells remain virus-sensitive, a new 

201 round of treatment might be successful. (D) Persistence of a partially virus-resistant cancer occurs 

202 when the virus infection leads to the spread of infection-resistant cancer cells, which in turn results in 

203 the extinction of the virus. The resulting population typically consists of a mixture of virus-resistant 

204 and virus-sensitive cells (figure 2D). On a longer-term perspective, the sensitive cells will outcompete 

205 the resistant cells (because of their higher growth rate and/or lower death rate), resulting in scenario 

206 (C). Still, scenario (D) may be viewed as a more definite failure of therapy, as a new round of treatment 

207 will have a low probability of success as long as a substantial fraction of the tumor consists of resistant 
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208 cells. (E) Finally, there is also the possibility (not shown in figure 2) that the simulation results in the 

209 extinction of all cell types, although we do not consider this as a “therapeutic outcome” of our model.

210 Outcome of virotherapy in the absence of resistant cancer cells

211 Figure 3A illustrates how, in the absence of resistant cancer cells, the therapeutic outcome is 

212 determined by the rate of viral spread (bi) and the death rate of infected cells (di). The outcome largely 

213 depends on the ratio di/bi of these rates. Total cancer eradication (figure 3A, blue area) only occurs if 

214 the death rate of infected cells is an order of magnitude smaller than the rate of viral spread (small 

215 di/bi). In this case, the virus can spread and eliminate all cancer cells. In contrast, a large ratio di/bi 

216 results in rapid viral clearance, persistence of the virus-susceptible cancer (figure 3A, red area) and 

217 hence in therapeutic failure. An intermediate ratio di/bi results in partial cancer eradication (figure 3A, 

218 yellow area). Interestingly, there is a small red “wedge” between the yellow and the blue area, 

219 indicating that total cancer eradication can also occur for relatively small values of di/bi. We will discuss 

220 this phenomenon below.

221 Qualitatively, the dependence of the therapeutic outcome on the ratio of the death rate of infected 

222 cells and the rate of viral spread is the same in all three spatial variants of our model. However, in the 

223 3D model partial cancer eradication is observed in a broader parameter range than in the two 2D 

224 models (regular 2D and Voronoi). Moreover, the red wedge is smaller in the 3D model. These results 

225 are in good agreement with the conclusions drawn from the model developed by Berg et al [15]. 

226 Moreover, it is reassuring that our model reproduces crucial aspects of the virus-cancer dynamics 

227 (ring-spread or disperse-spread)  that was experimentally observed and reproduced by a discrete-time 

228 agent-based model by Wodarz et al [14] (supplementary figure 3).

229 Influence of resistant cancer cells on therapeutic outcomes

230 The inclusion of virus-resistant cancer cells is a novel aspect of our model. Figure 3B illustrates the 

231 effect of such cells on the therapeutic outcome when resistant cancer cells arise (by mutation) with a 
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232 frequency of 10-5 per cancer cell division. In the presence of resistant cells, partial cancer eradication 

233 (yellow area) is no longer a prominent outcome. Instead, intermediate ratios di/bi more typically result 

234 in the persistence of a partially resistant cancer (orange area) and, hence, in total therapy failure.

235 Figure 3 shows the therapeutic outcome for a relatively small range of virus-induced spread and death 

236 rates of infected cells. Supplementary figure 4 presents the outcome of simulations for a much larger 

237 range of viral spread rates (0 to 25) and death rate of infected cells (0 to 5). This figure shows that for 

238 large infection rates (bi > 10), partial tumor eradication (yellow area) and the persistence of partially 

239 resistant cancer (orange area) do no longer occur. Accordingly, the occurrence of resistant cancer cells 

240 is of minor therapeutic relevance if the viral spread rate is very large. 

241 Influence of stromal cells on therapeutic outcomes

242 In the default version of our model, we assume that virotherapy is designed to specifically infect and 

243 kill cancer cells, while healthy stromal cells are immune against viral infection. As a consequence, 

244 stromal cells may act as a spatial barrier, preventing the efficient spread of the virus in the tumor. We 

245 hypothesized that this barrier effect is responsible for therapeutic failure in the “red wedge” set of 

246 parameters in figures 3A and 3B (the red area between the blue area corresponding to total cancer 

247 eradication and the yellow/orange area corresponding to the partial eradication of virus-sensitive 

248 cancer cells). To test this hypothesis, we “sensitized” stromal cells, by allowing them to be infected at 

249 a similar rate as sensitive cancer cells. Figure 3C shows that, in line with our hypothesis, the “red 

250 wedge” is indeed removed by this intervention. In other words, virotherapy with a virus that can infect 

251 stromal cells as well as cancer cells can result in total cancer eradication in a situation where the cancer 

252 would persist if the case of virus-resistant stromal cells. However, the parameter range where the 

253 virus sensitivity of stromal cells is beneficial for the therapeutic outcome is relatively small. Moreover, 

254 the virus sensitivity of stromal cells comes at a cost, also in situations where it does not improve the 

255 therapeutic outcome. This is shown in supplementary figure 5b: in all scenarios, a smaller population 

256 of stromal cells remains when these cells are virus-sensitive. Additionally, when resistant cancer cells 
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257 can persist, their number is typically positively affected by the presence of virus-sensitive stromal cells, 

258 as the presence of these cells increases the selective advantage of resistance (supplementary figure 

259 5c).

260 Factors influencing persistence of resistant cancer cells

261 Figure 4A shows how the likelihood of the four therapeutic outcomes is affected by the probability Cr 

262 that a virus-sensitive cancer cell acquires resistance due to mutation (see supplementary fig. 6 for a 

263 more detailed account). When the production rate of resistant cancer cells is smaller than 10-5 (the 

264 situation considered in Fig. 3B), virotherapy only rarely results in the persistence of (partially) resistant 

265 cancer; while this is the typical outcome when Cr is 10-3 or larger.

266 Figures 4BCD show how the “typical” number of virus-resistant cells at the end of the simulation 

267 depend on (B) the rate bi of viral spread, (C) the proliferation rate br of infection-resistant cancer cells, 

268 and (D) the death rate dr of resistant cancer cells (all other parameters were kept at their default 

269 values, as listed in Table 1 and indicated by a black circle in Fig.4A). The panels show that the conditions 

270 for the persistence of resistant cancer cells (br > 0.25; dr < 0.45) are the same for the three spatial 

271 variants of the model (regular 2D, Voronoi 2D, regular 3D). However, the number of persisting 

272 resistant cells is much higher in the 3D model than in the two 2D models.

273 Tumor progression and time of therapeutic intervention

274 Considering that tumor progression in time leads to an advanced stage of cancer and often 

275 accumulation of resistant cancer cells in the tissue, we assessed how the timing of virotherapy affects 

276 the therapeutic outcome. Figure 5A shows how the outcome depends on the time of virus 

277 introduction in the tumor (Ti) in the 2D Voronoi model (see supplementary figure 7 for the regular 2D 

278 and the 3D model). In fact, there is not one outcome per introduction time Ti of the virus: replicate 

279 simulations for a given introduction time differ in therapeutic outcome, and Figure 5A represents the 

280 frequency distribution of these outcomes (for different introduction times, all other parameters were 
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281 kept at their default values). When stromal cells are resistant to infection (top panel), the distribution 

282 of outcomes differs considerably depending on whether virotherapy starts before or after day 250. 

283 When the virus is introduced before day 250, total cancer eradication is only rarely achieved. Still, it is 

284 advantageous to start therapy as early as possible, as this maximizes the probability of partial cancer 

285 eradication. Interestingly, total cancer eradication is achieved in about 10% of the cases when 

286 virotherapy is started after 250 days. This can be explained by the fact that most stromal cells have 

287 disappeared when virotherapy starts at a late stage (figure 5B). As shown above, infection-resistant 

288 stromal cells may act as a spatial barrier, preventing the efficient spread of the virus in the tumor. It 

289 can therefore be beneficial to start virotherapy at a time when this barrier has disappeared (due to 

290 the fact that the stromal cells were outcompeted by the cancer cells). However, a late start of 

291 virotherapy has the downside that the persistence of a partially resistant cancer is the most likely 

292 outcome (figure 5A) and the number of resistant cancer cells is maximized (figure 5C). These negative 

293 effects of a late-starting virotherapy are more pronounced in the 3D variant of the model than in the 

294 two 2D variants (figure 5C, supplementary figure 7). Importantly, the effect of the time of treatment 

295 is stronger for other parameter combinations, most notably those resulting in partial cancer 

296 eradication and those resulting in the persistence of sensitive cancer due to resistance mediated by 

297 stromal cells (supplementary figure 8). 

298 Dispersal of virus in the tumor

299 Up to now, we only considered contact-based transmission of the virus. If viral transmission only 

300 occurs between neighboring cells, it can be undermined by a barrier of virus-resistant cells (e.g. 

301 stromal cells). Figure 6 shows how the therapeutic outcome is affected if the virus cannot only spread 

302 via cell-to-cell contact but also via diffusion over small distances. The four panels in figure 6B show 

303 how, for our default parameters (indicated by a black circle in figure 4A) and the dispersal distances 

304 0, 1, 2 and 3 (illustrated in figure 6A), the likelihood of the various therapeutic outcomes changes with 

305 an increase in Pid, the probability that upon the death of an infected cell a given cell in the diffusion 
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306 neighborhood of the dying cell is infected. The left-most panel in figure 6B (dispersal distance zero) 

307 considers the case where infection via dispersal does not occur and all virus transmission happens via 

308 cell-to-cell contact. As we have seen before, there are two therapeutic outcomes: partial cancer 

309 eradication (in about 75% of the simulations) and the persistence of a partially virus-resistant cancer 

310 (about 25%). Obviously, the outcome does not depend on Pid (as the diffusion neighborhood is empty). 

311 The three other panels in figure 6B illustrate how strongly the therapeutic outcome can be improved 

312 if viral diffusion is a potential form of viral transmission: already a dispersal distance of 2 or 3, virtually 

313 all simulations resulted in total cancer eradication; and even for a dispersal distance of 1, total cancer 

314 eradication was the most likely outcome for large values of Pid. 
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315 Discussion

316 The processes underlying therapeutic resistance to oncolytic viruses are so intricate that intuition and 

317 verbal reasoning can provide an incomplete and misleading account. Through a modelling approach, 

318 our study provides insight into the dynamics of oncolytic virotherapy and resistance within a spatial 

319 framework. Our results demonstrate that the outcome of virotherapy depends not only on the 

320 parameters governing virus replication and the spatial architecture of the tumor but also on the 

321 presence of resistant-cancer and -stromal cells that act as a barrier to the spread of oncolytic virus. 

322 More importantly, our results also provide an idea on how therapeutic outcomes can be improved by 

323 enhancing virus dispersal in the tumor and by sensitizing stromal cells towards virus infection. Overall, 

324 our model provides a systematic understanding of underlying parameters and their relative effect on 

325 the therapeutic outcomes of oncolytic virotherapy. For ease of access we provide executables of the 

326 model (see data availability statement), allowing users to challenge their insight and intuition by 

327 conducting a spectrum of in silico experiments themselves.

328 Our model is mainly intended as a conceptual tool that elucidates the intricate interplay of processes 

329 relevant for oncolytic virotherapy. Accordingly, we kept the model assumptions as simple as possible. 

330 Yet, we think that our results and conclusions are not unrealistic, as our model set-up and choice of 

331 parameters follows the experimentally validated study of Berg et al. [15]. It is reassuring that our 

332 model outcomes also align well with the experimentally validated study of Wodarz et al. [14], despite  

333 considerable differences in model structure (see supplementary figure 3 for details). In agreement 

334 with the studies of Berg et al. and Wodarz et al., we found that, for a given set of parameters, the 

335 therapeutic outcome is not deterministic but stochastic. For example, when we study the influence of 

336 rate of viral spread and death rate of infected cells (figure 3), we find that different outcomes are 

337 possible for neighboring sets of parameters. This may partly explain the variation in clinical outcomes. 

338 Stochastic effects are also evident in figure 5, where for the same time of virus introduction, various 

339 outcomes are possible, ranging from complete tumor eradication to persistence of resistant cancer.
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340 This is the first theoretical study that explicitly addresses the implications of resistance against viral 

341 infection for oncolytic viral therapy. Our results suggest that even when resistance arises at a low 

342 frequency, such as at a rate of 10-5 per cell division, resistant cancer cells limit viral spread and prevent 

343 tumor eradication (figure 4A and supplementary figure 6). We also looked at rates ranging from 10-6 

344 to 10-2, as not much information is available about the true occurrence of infection-resistant cells in 

345 the tumor. However, this range seems reasonable as we find at least 1-10% infection-resistant cells in 

346 patient-derived cancer cell-lines [8,23]. We assume that resistance to viral infection may come at a 

347 metabolic or physiological cost that reduces the rate of proliferation or increases the death rate of 

348 resistant cancer cells. This is justified by the experimental observations that production of antiviral 

349 factors and related signaling pathways can cause arrest of cell-cycle thereby decreasing proliferation 

350 rate [24] and may also lead to stress-induced cell death [25,26]. Not surprisingly, our simulations 

351 indicate that a high cost of resistance is associated with a poor survival of resistant cancer cells and 

352 leads to a significant decrease in their frequency (figure 4C-D). The cost of resistance has a significant 

353 influence only in scenarios where the tumor persists due to selection of resistant cancer cells. 

354 “Perhaps more surprisingly”, our results indicate that in the scenario with a faster rate of viral spread 

355 there is a rapid clearance of infection-sensitive cancer cells, which in turn promotes the selection and 

356 survival of resistant cancer cells.  Indeed, this has also been found to be true in practice where 

357 therapeutic intervention causes selection of resistant clones [27].

358 Our study highlights the importance of stromal cells for oncolytic virotherapy. Even if stromal cells are 

359 not affected by the presence of the virus (as we assume in most of our simulations), they can prevent 

360 viral spread as well. Hereby they can contribute to therapy failure when viral infection and viral 

361 replication is specific to cancer cells only. Our observations from the simulations are in line with 

362 various experimental studies that observe an improvement in therapeutic outcomes upon sensitizing 

363 normal cells or upon using viruses that are not only specific for cancer cells [28] [29,30]. We observe 

364 that sensitizing stromal cells to viral infection increases the chances of the virus to spread from an 

365 infected cell to non-infected (sensitive) cancer cells in the neighborhood, which results in an 
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366 improvement in the efficacy of tumor eradication. However, sensitizing stromal cells does not affect 

367 persistence of resistant cancer cells and comes at a cost of stromal cell death and possible cytotoxicity 

368 to the healthy tissue present in the microenvironment (supplementary fig5). Resistant stromal and 

369 cancer cells thus prevent cell-to-cell transmission of virus in the tumor where we find that failure 

370 during early therapy occurs due to presence of resistant stromal cells and during late therapy occurs 

371 due to presence of resistant cancer cells (figure 5). 

372 However, not all oncolytic viruses depend on a cell-to-cell mode of transmission and instead, can infect 

373 cells by diffusing through extracellular space. Modeling such a diffuse mode of infection, we find that 

374 extending the diffusion of virus particles even by a single degree of neighbor can significantly increase 

375 the number of outcomes that result in partial or complete tumor eradication. Our findings are in 

376 agreement with the observations that an improved diffusion coefficient increases the number of 

377 infected cells in the vicinity [31], and that the probability of infection can depend on neutralization by 

378 antibodies and frequency of infectious virus particles released upon cell lysis [6,32]. Again, these 

379 results highlight the importance of explicitly considering spatial features and extracellular factors in 

380 order to gain insight in understanding virus-tumor interactions.

381 Our model addressed the importance of spatial configuration and size of the simulation grid (total cell 

382 number). We find that the grid size has an impact on the therapeutic outcomes; where simulations 

383 running in smaller grids (500 cells) lead to partial cancer eradication (indicated by a wider ‘yellow’ area 

384 in supplementary figure 1) instead of persistence of a resistant cancer (‘orange’ area). Due to a higher 

385 number of total cells in a larger grid, the probability of generation of resistant cancer cells is higher 

386 even if they arise at a low frequency (105) per cell division. Nevertheless, the overall results are robust 

387 and comparable between grids of different sizes that contain at least 10,000 cells in total. Considering 

388 the spatial configuration of the simulation grid, we find that in 2D, both the Voronoi (three to six 

389 neighbors) and the regular model (four neighbors) yielded very similar results, despite the difference 

390 in connectivity between cells. This is in agreement with the conclusions of Berg et al. [15], who also 

391 found strong similarities between regular and Voronoi grids. However, when including a third 
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392 dimension, we find that (sensitive or resistant) cancer cells were able to persist in a much larger 

393 parameter space. Such differences between 2D and 3D settings could hint at potential discrepancies 

394 when comparing in vitro results obtained in a (more or less) two dimensional petri-dish environment, 

395 and in vivo results obtained in a three dimensional setting [15,33,34]. One might assume that the 

396 differences in outcomes could result due to a significant difference in the number of boundary cells in 

397 the 2D model (5% of the total cells) or 3D model (25% of the total cells) in a grid of 10,000 cells. 

398 However, this is unlikely because we do not find any differences in outcomes upon changing the grid-

399 size of the 2D or 3D models (supplementary figure 1) as grid-size could directly influence the number 

400 of boundary cells. Alternatively, it might be possible that the outcomes differ between the spatial 

401 configurations due to the differences in the number of neighbor cells. However, we do not find any 

402 differences between the outcomes resulting from the two 2D models even though there is a difference 

403 in the number of neighboring cells (4 in case of regular and 4-6 in the case of Voronoi). On the other 

404 hand, the Voronoi and the 3D model have a similar number of neighboring cells but do differ in the 

405 outcomes. This suggests that in the 3D model, as cells occupy different planes in the grid, there is an 

406 extra degree of freedom for the cancer cells to escape or even for the virus to spread. This may 

407 increase the chances of partial tumor eradication, which is something that we observe in our model 

408 (supplementary figure 1).

409 To minimize the complexity of our model, we have neglected intra-tumoral heterogeneity. However, 

410 this can be easily incorporated in the model by introducing different cancer cell-clones that vary in 

411 their rates of proliferation and death and sensitivity to viral infection. Additionally, one may also 

412 implement a degree of sensitivity to viral infection and resulting changes in the rate of cell-death to 

413 have a finer understanding of the virus-cancer dynamics. Most importantly, we have neglected the 

414 effect of immune response during virotherapy. This will be the subject of a future study where we aim 

415 to model the anti-tumor and anti-viral immune responses in a similar spatial configuration.

416 Current experimental research has demonstrated the possibility of employing effective oncolytic 

417 virotherapy candidates in clinics; however, therapeutic resistance will remain to be a challenge unless 
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418 efforts are made to understand the underlying mechanisms. We hope that our computational 

419 approach aids in defining the impact of the various factors that may influence resistance and thereby 

420 therapeutic efficacy of virotherapy. We are confident that our results, along with experimental 

421 observations, can assist the scientific community in improving the design of virotherapy.
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444 Figures

445 Figure 1: Visualization of the cell-based model variants. Spatial organization of (A) the 2-dimensional 

446 regular grid model, where each cell has 4 neighbors; (B) the 2-dimensional Voronoi grid model, where 

447 each cell has typically 4-6 neighbors; and (C) the 3-dimensional regular grid model, where each cell 

448 has 6 neighbors. (D) The four cell types in the model: stromal cells (blue), infection-sensitive cancer 

449 cells (red), virus-infected cancer cells (green) and resistant cancer cells (purple).
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450 Figure 2: Visualization of different outcomes of oncolytic virotherapy. In our model, virus infection 

451 in the tumor tissue can result in four therapeutic outcomes: (A) total cancer eradication; (B) partial 

452 cancer eradication; (C) persistence of a virus-sensitive cancer; and (D) persistence of a partially virus-

453 resistant cancer.
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454 Figure 3: Effect of the rate of viral spread and death rate of infected cells on the outcome of 

455 virotherapy. For three scenarios: (A) absence of virus-resistant cancer cells; (B) production of resistant 

456 cancer cells with probability 10-5 per cell division; (C) presence of virus-sensitive stromal cells the 

457 panels show for three spatial configurations (regular 2D grid; regular 3D grid; 2D Voronoi tessellation) 

458 how the therapeutic outcome depends on the rates of viral spread (bi) and death rate of infected cells 

459 (di). Each panel in the figure represents 100,000 simulations: for 100,000 parameter combinations 

460 (bi,di) each simulation outcome is represented by a point, the color of which indicates the therapeutic 

461 outcome. Due to stochasticity, neighboring parameter combinations can differ in therapeutic 

462 outcome.
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463 Figure 4: Factors influencing the persistence of resistant cancer cells in the tumor. (A) Effect of the 

464 production rate of virus-resistant cancer cells (Cr) on the therapeutic outcome in the Voronoi model. 

465 For the same range of parameter values as in Fig 3 (rate of viral spread and death rate of infected cells) 

466 100,000 simulations were run and classified as to their therapeutic outcome. The bar chart indicates 

467 the likelihood of the four outcomes for six values of Cr. For ease of interpretation, the production rate 

468 of 10-5 per cell division is highlighted and linked to the Voronoi variant of Fig 3B. The size of the four 

469 bars in the bar chart is proportional to the areas indicated by blue, yellow, red, and orange in the panel 

470 to the left. Effects of (B) the rate bi of viral spread, (C) the proliferation rate br of infection-resistant 

471 cancer cells, and (D) the death rate dr of resistant cancer cells on the number of resistant cancer cells 

472 at the end of a simulation run. For graphs B to D, 10,000 simulations were run (for 1,000 parameter 

473 configurations and 10 replicates per configuration) for each of the three spatial configurations (2D 

474 grid, Voronoi, 3D grid), varying the parameter under investigation and keeping all other parameters 

475 at their default values (indicated by a black circle in figure 4A). The colored lines indicate the mean 

476 per parameter value, and the colored envelopes around the lines correspond to the 95% confidence 

477 band.
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478 Figure 5: Effect of time of treatment on therapeutic outcome. (A) Effect of start of virotherapy (Ti) on 

479 the therapeutic outcome in the Voronoi model and number of stromal cells (B) and number of 

480 infection-resistant cancer cells (C) at the end of the simulation. Each panel represents 10,000 

481 simulations per spatial configuration: for 1000 virus introduction times Ti 10 replicate simulations were 

482 run, keeping all other model parameters at their default values. Due to stochasticity, the replicates for 

483 a given introduction time could differ in therapeutic outcome at time 1000. Colored lines indicate the 

484 mean value, colored envelopes indicate the 95% confidence band. Mean and confidence intervals in 

485 (A) were obtained via nonparametric bootstrapping.
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486 Figure 6: Effect of viral dispersal distance and the probability that neighboring cells are infected via 

487 diffusing viruses on the therapeutic outcome. In the Voronoi model, we considered various dispersal 

488 distances of the virus. For each dispersal distance, we changed the probability Pid that upon the death 

489 of an infected cell the cells in the diffusion neighborhood of that cell are infected, keeping all other 

490 parameters at their default values. (A) Interpretation of the viral dispersal distance, here ranging from 

491 0 to 3. A focal cell marked “0” has distance zero to itself, distance one to its neighbors, distance two 

492 to its neighbors, etc. (B) Therapeutic outcome for dispersal distances 0, 1, 2, and 3 in relation to the 

493 probability Pid of being infected by an infected neighbor. For each graph, 10,000 simulations were run; 

494 colored lines and envelopes indicate the bootstrapped mean simulation outcome and the 95% 

495 confidence band.  
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496 Supplementary Figures

497 Supplementary figure 1: Effect of grid size and spatial configuration on the outcome of virotherapy. 

498 Therapeutic outcomes in relation to the rates of viral spread via contact and death rate of infected 

499 cells for the three spatial configurations considered (regular 2D grid, 2D Voronoi model, regular 3D 

500 grid) and for various population sizes (A) about 500 cells; (B) about 10,000 cells; (C) about 64,000 cells; 

501 (D) about 250,000 cells. The white text in each panel indicates how the population size relates to the 

502 grid dimensions. 50,000 simulations were run for each panel, and each point corresponds to one 

503 simulation. With the exception of population size, all parameters were at their default values. 
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504 Supplementary figure 2: Effect of different forms of viral infection on the therapeutic outcome. 

505 Simulation outcome in relation to the rates of viral spread via contact and death rate of infected cells 

506 in the 3D model for three different forms of viral infection. As indicated in the illustration on the left, 

507 virus infection in tumor is initiated either in the center (top row), or from the periphery (middle row), 

508 or in a random manner (bottom row). For each infection scenario 50,000 simulations were run, which 

509 were classified according to (A) their therapeutic outcomes; and (B) the number of the different types 

510 of cells at the end of the simulations. All parameters were at their default values. The color code is 

511 based on the logarithm of cell numbers.  
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512 Supplementary figure 3: Comparison of our model with the results of Wodarz et al. (2012). In their 

513 Figures 4 and 5, Wodarz and colleagues [14] compare the spatial dynamics of experimentally induced 

514 viral infections with the predictions of an agent-based model. Here, we illustrate that our event-based 

515 model creates similar spatial patterns as the discrete-time Wodarz model. (A) In both models, 

516 virotherapy leads to the radial spread of the virus and the extinction of cancer cells if the viral infection 

517 rate exceeds the death rate of infected cells by a factor of at least 10. In the simulation shown, bi = 0.1 

518 and di = 0.001. (B) In both models, virotherapy results in the long-term coexistence of infected and 

519 uninfected cancer cells if the viral infection rate does neither exceed the death rate of infected cells 

520 nor the birth rate of uninfected cells by a factor of 10. In the simulation shown, bi = 0.1, bc = 1.0 and di 

521 = 0.01. In the experimental observations of Wodarz and colleagues, infected cells are labelled as green 

522 and non-infected cells as black. Regarding the simulations, we follow the conventions of Wodarz and 

523 colleagues to label infected cancer cells as red, non-infected cells as green, and empty space as white.
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524 Supplementary figure 4: Therapeutic outcome for an increased parameter range of rate of viral 

525 spread via contact and death rate of infected cells. In the graphs of the main text (figure 3), the rate 

526 of virus spread ranges from 0 to 5, while the range of death rate of infected cells from 0 to 2. For the 

527 three spatial configurations considered (regular 2D grid, 2D Voronoi model, regular 3D grid), the 

528 panels show the therapeutic outcome for a wider range of parameters, for two scenarios: (A) 

529 stromal cells cannot be infected by the virus; (B) stromal cells are sensitive to infection. Each panel in 

530 the figure is based on at least 10,000 simulations and each point represents one simulation. All 

531 parameters that are not varied are at their default values.
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532 Supplementary figure 5: Consequences of sensitizing stromal cells for virotherapy. (A) Therapeutic 

533 outcome in relation to the rates of viral spread via contact and death rate of infected cells for two 

534 spatial configurations (2D Voronoi model, regular 3D grid) and two different assumptions on stromal 

535 cells: stromal cells cannot be infected by the virus (top row); or stromal cells are sensitive to infection 

536 (bottom row). Each of the four panels represents 100,000 simulations. For the simulations in (A), the 

537 four panels indicate the number of stromal cells (B) and the number of resistant cancer cells (C) at the 

538 end of the simulation. The color code is based on the absolute of cell numbers.
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539 Supplementary figure 6: Effect of the production rate of virus-resistant cancer cells on the 

540 simulation outcome. (A) Therapeutic outcomes in the 2D Voronoi model in relation to the rates of 

541 viral spread via contact and death rate of infected cells for six production rates of virus-resistant cells 

542 (ranging from 0 to 10-2 per cell division). Each panel represents 100,000 simulations, and each point 

543 corresponds to one simulation. (B) Numbers of different types of cells at the end of the simulation for 

544 the default production rate of 10-5 per cell division. The color code is based on the logarithm of cell 

545 numbers. 
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546 Supplementary figure 7: Effect of time of treatment on therapeutic outcome. This figure corresponds 

547 to Fig 5 in the main text, which illustrates the effect of start of viral treatment on the therapeutic 

548 outcome in the 2D Voronoi model. Here, the corresponding outcomes are shown in (A) for the regular 

549 2D grid and 3D grid models. Effect of start of virotherapy on the (B) number of stromal cells and (C) 

550 number of infection-resistant cancer cells at the end of the simulation is provided. Two scenarios are 

551 considered: stromal cells are resistant (top row) or sensitive (bottom row) to infection. The number 

552 of simulations per panel and the model parameters are as in Fig 5.
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553 Supplementary figure 8: Effect of time of treatment with respect to rate of viral spread and death 

554 rate of infected cells on therapeutic outcome. (A) Effect of the time of treatment (Ti) on the 

555 therapeutic outcome in the Voronoi model and 3D model. For the same range of parameter values 

556 as in Fig 3 (rate of viral spread and death rate of infected cells) 10,000 simulations were run and 

557 classified as to their therapeutic outcome. (B) The bar chart indicates the likelihood of the four 

558 outcomes for different values of Ti.
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